
The Heroes of "Notes from the Gallows 
VICTOR ANORIYANOV snd ZOENEK HRABICA 

xn»re are books we rightly call sagas* Julius Fuchik'a 
"Notes Wxm the Gallons" is one. Written in a Gestapo pri
son, it has been translated into almost 100 languages, and 
continues to inspire freedom fighters to this day. 

"Notes Prom the Gallows" is about dozens of people, 
named and nameless* Some may think they are literary oh&w 
rasters, though there is not one single fictitious being 
among them* They are people with their own names, their 
own past and future* The reader parts with them at the 
same time as their life ending In Fuohlk's book* Fighting 
to the last* he asked only one thing of us: "Never forget 
the people who take part in this struggle* •• Collect all 
the evidence you can get on those people who fell both 
for you and for themselves" • 

How did the life of Fuohik1 s book in which he moves us 
with his sincere discriptions of his comrades-in-arms move 
on with the years to come and affect us who are also grap
pling with fascism in our country in such clear terms 
which even children can understand? From the next page you 
can move on to see how it took two writers to delve into 
the past to bring out reality to our very eyes* This is 
the result of two years painstaking work of interviews, 
visiting archives and museums* meetings with relatives 
and friends of the heroes of "Notes From the Gallows'1. 

TRAITOR HO. 26 
An order to stand by was issued at the Prague Gestapo in 

the morning of April 24, 1942: the "big hunt", detective BOhm 
boasted*, was nearing its end* At a meeting arranged with agent-
provocateur Dvorak outside the Ila Hicankach cinema at 10 pm., 
the SS-men expected to arrest a man they knew under the name of 
Honza. They claimed he was one of the leaders of the Comsunist 
Party of Czechoslovakia, then operating underground. On that 
evening it was also planned to arrest the members of the under
ground group at the Junkers aircraft factory betrayed by the 
same Dvorak* He ^established contact with Honza at the factory* 

It had all started a few months earlier, when some inform
er found a communist leaflet in the cloakroom of the aircraft 
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plant's assembly shop and gave it to the Germans. The leaflet 
called on the assemblyman to "go slow" and hamper fulfilment 
of the Wehrmacht's orders. 

The signal from Junkers wq,s not the first one, and the 
Gestapo anti-communist section (lI-Al) decided that there was 
an underground communist group operas-
ting at the factory. The SS-men senJ 

Informer No, 26 Vaclav Dvorak, a me-
chanlc by profession and traitor b> 
vocation, to the assembly shop. 

The newcomer knew his work, i 
thing that always commands respect 
He boldly criticised the new ordei 
and incited workers to sabotage, 

"Are you in a hurry to get 
home today?" fitter Barton once 
asked him. 

What took place after that 
was revealed by SS-man B6hm when 
he was interrogated after the 
liberation in 1943* (The examina
tion records are kept in the archi
ves of the Czechoslovak Ministry of 
the Interior, Case No. 305-445-4, 
Sheets l-2l). 

"With the consent of the II^AI 
Section Dvorak joined the underground 
communist gi;oup and began to p a y membership fees to 
Barton", 3ohm said, "He gave me the leaflets he received from 
Barton, and they were photographed and returned, 

"In February 1942, Barton introduced Dvorak to other mem
bers of his factory group. After work, Barton, Dvorak and 
others met outside the plant or in nearby streets, I kef t an 
eye on these meetings, 

"At tne end of February or the beginning of Marchl942 Bazw 
ton told Dvorak to drop in at Jelinek's in Pankrac on a certain 
day and establish contact with the local organisation, Barton 
said he had no time for that, and since Dvorak lived in Pank
rac, he must take on the job of maintaining contact with this 
organisation, I would like to stress that Dvorak was complete
ly trusted by Barton," 

THE JELINEKS AND THE VTS08IL8 
Before the war people in Prague tnougftt tfankxao was well-

nigh at the edge of the world. Even trams, i t s e e m e d 
w e r e out of breath by the time they got there, winding 
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their way there, up and down the gradients* The outskirts, 
separated from the centre of the city by a deep ravine, were 
inhabited by petty traders, artisans and workers. People who 
came from the same places or were relatives found lodging near 
each other. And so it happened that Josef Jelinek and Josef 
Tysuail* whose wives were both named Marie and were distant 
relatives, lived on the same floor of a new building* 

Tott probably remember these names from "Notes from t h e 
Gallows*. Here is what Fuohik wrote about these peoples 

Jell neks. "Josef and Marie. He is a tram con
ductor and she a domestic servant* You should 
see their apartment* Smooth* simple, modern 
furniture, a bookcase, a statuette, pictures on 
the walls - and clean* clean beyond belief* You 
would say that Marie's whole being is enclosed 
in that home and that she knows nothing of the 
rest of the world* But she has worked long In 
the Communist Party, and dreamed her own dreams 
of social Justice* They both worked devotedly 
quietly - and never drew back when the inva
sion made heavy demands on them". 

"Lived in the same building, right 
next to the Jelineks* They were also named 
Josef and Marie* A minor official's family* a 
little older than their neighbours.••• They 
were both not from proletarian families, and 
their family was not proletarian d i t h e r 
Their way to the Party was somewhat more toxw 
tuous, more difficult, but they found it* As 

in many such cases, it lay through the Soviet 
Union* They had known even before the occupa~ 
tion what they were striving for, and had given 
shelter to German anti-fascists in their flat* 

"Members of the Central Committee met In 
their home in the most difficult times* after 
Germany's attack on the Soviet Onion and in the 
period of the first state of siege in 1941". 

Seeing a stranger at the door, Josef Jelinek automatical!) 
barred his way into the flat* 

«I am ffcoo Barton"* Dvorak said* Jelinek% start did not 
escape his attention and be decided there was probably someone 
else in the flat* He mentioned it in his report that same 
evening, and the houae in Pankrao was placed under surveil-
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lance. No. .26 added that they talked In the hall - he vaa not 
allowed any farther - and that Jellnek vaa composed and sug
gested that they meet at $ pa,, the following Monday at the 
Tram No. 1 stop at the beginning of Ruska Avenue. He warned 
hla to come with Barton. 

B8*m, ae the record of his examination shows, said he 
watched this meeting with two other detectives. 

"On the appointed day Dvorak and Barton waited at the 
appointed place. Dvorak was at the Tram No. 1 stop and Barton 
on the opposite aide of the street. They waited for twenty 
minutes and then left* I spoke to Dvorak at 11 pa and he said 
Barton v a a very angry* 

"After that Barton wrote a letter to Jellnek and asked 
Dvorak to take it to him. In this letter Barton reproved Jell
nek for failing to oome to the rendezvous. Be affirmed that 
Dvorak, Vasek, was trustworthy and insisted that he arrange a 
meeting between him and Honza from Pankrats. 

"After I had photographed the letter, Dvorak took it to 
jellnek. The latter said that this time the rendezvous would 
take place... Twenty minutes after the appointed time a man I 
did not know approached Dvorak. He was lean and tall* What 
struck me was that he kept his right hand In his trousers 
pocket. I was sure that this man did not trust Dvorak and 
consequently was keeping his hand on a pistol* 

"Note i It was later established that the unknown Honza 
mentioned here was Jan Vyskosil, a regional functionary of the 
outlawed Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. At that time he 
yas in charge of the CPC printing plant* 

"Z met Dvorak at midnight on the same day. He told me 
that Vyskosil had given him the latest issue of Rude Pravo and 
instructed him how to go about his conspiratorial job. Vysko
sil warned that he would settle scores with all traitors, and 
showed his pistil. He further said that this was an informal 
tory meeting and that he would keep Dvorak in view and give him 
a serious job to do". 

The next meeting with Vyskosil was to take place outside 
the Na Micankach cinema at 10 pm on April 24* 

y At 9 pm sharp on April 24 three Opels left the Gestapo 
building in Bredovaka Street (now Politickych Veznu, or Politi
cal Prisoners Street) one after another, passed the New Ger
man Theatre (now the Smetana Theatre) with its entrance bright
ly lit up, and turned into Sohwerinova Avenue which the people 
of Prague, out of their alleged devotion to the past, preferred 
to call by its old name - Vlnohrady. 
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BBCBBT EEHDEZVOUS 
There was another meeting in Profile appointed for 10 pm of 

that sane day* "Notes firoa the Gallows" starts with it. Julius 
Fuchik - Professor Uorak by the identity card - was to meet -
with hi3 contact Kirek in tram conductor Jelinek's home in Panic-
rats* Grossing a crass-covered vacant lot, he case to the 
familiar dark foxuvstorey house and looked about, as was his 
custom, before entering the yard. It seeued to be q u i e t 
and peaceful* 

This house on the outskirts was considered one of the 
most reliable rendeevous* It has not been fouad out for more 
than three years* There was a whole network of secret rendez
vous and printing shops in Fuchik1 s memory* They seemed to 
have dissolved in a big city which outwardly had not changed* 
As usual* trams slowly ran from one end of Prague to another* 
As usual, people gathered in U tar one stake Square to hear the 
City Hall chimes and see the little figures of apostles appear 
in the little windows of the clock tower* And just as usual, 
lovers of Prazdroj, Prazan and Budvar filled their favourite 
beer halls* 

They were waiting for him in that house. He knocked at 
Che door, as agreed, and* it was immediately opened* 

Those who knew Josef Jelinek and his v/ife I-Iarie recall 
that they too had the same sense of comradephip, justice and 
concern for others* This is recalled by old tram workers, 
Jelinek9 s colleagues, and by peasants in the picturesque vil
lages in Southern Czechia, the native parts of Josef and larie. 
Together with local historian Iliroslav Tuma, one of the many 
people who so generously helped us, we went from village to 
village and from house to house, restoring time-effaced port
raits* 

There was Vojnice, I-Iarie's native village, with eigfrt 
farmsteads and amid well- tended fields and a forest in the 
background* Beyond the hills was Illadotice, Josef's native 
village* In their minds they probably tijne and again returned 
to these villages with their dreamy ponds and pine groves, 
returned to that merry village wedding which had so happily 
brought them - the groom's best man and the bride's maid - to
gether* And that is about all Harie cared to remember about 
Vojnice* Her father slaved from sunrise to sunset in a rich 
peasant's fields* Her mother died when she was twelve and left 
her, a frail girl* to look after four men - her father and threr 
brothers* Later her father married again a woman as unfortu
nate as he himself, a widow with three boys. 
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When I-Iarie Jelinkova was asked what brought her to the 
Communist Party, she apparently could not find the suitable 
words to reply with and instead showed her fparled hands with 
fingernails eroded by caustic soda. Let this question be ans
wered by the eyes of the hungry people whom the rich robbed of 
their wheat which they dumped into the Vltava, Let the answer 
be rustled by the red flags which she sewed at nigjit for May 
Day demonstrations* Let the answer be hooted from the screen 
by the iimortai "Chelyuskin" which had broken through the .he 
police cordon to reach Prague. 

The film "Chelyuskin" was shown one morning in a tiny hall. 
It was followed by a talk by Josef Vysusil, chairman of a dis
trict group of the Union of Friendship with the USSR. He spoke 
of the land of Budyonny's legendary Cavalry Army, shock workers 
and courageous Polar explorers, and said the Union was prepa
ring a Golden Book of Friendship as a gift to the Soviet people 
for the twentieth anniversary of the October Revolution. Each 
could write a few words of greetings in it, expressing his or 
her feelings, or simply sign it. 

And then with the pages of this future book Josef Vysusil 
and Marie Vysusil, Josef Jelinek and Marie Jelinkova, teach
ers Josefa Jfexova and Max Kozak, and their comrades went from 
house to house collecting signatures. By far not all the doors 
were opened to them. Sometimes people threatened to let loose 
their dogs on them and slammed the doors without hearing them 
out. And yet, from day to day, more pages were filled. By 
choosing friendship with the Soviet Union, people chose their 
place on the barricades of the class-divided world. 

"Those were the years of resolute and uncompromising dif
ferentiation of views, of people unmaslcing themselves as they 
$lo at midnight at a big carnival", recalled A. Tichy, a collear-
gue of Vysusil1 s. "The nazi tanks were already on the front
ier. There was a d a n g e r of civil war brealcing out at 
any moment between those ready to capitulate and those prepsu-
red to defend the republic. The latter included Josef Vysusil. 
We worked in the same railway department. Members of the C01&-
munist Party were debarred from the civil service and official
ly Josef did not admit his membership of the Party. But he 
never concealed his views. He was convinced that he would 
have to fight fascism and was prepared for it. And he believ
ed that together with the Soviet Union we were invincible". 

Manr years after those events, at the USSR Central Museum 
of the Revolution, we were shown a historical relic - the 
greetings the Union of Friendship with the USSR aeni to Presi-
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dent Mikhail Kalinin together with the Golden Book of Friend
ship. 

"The Union of Friendship with the USSR in Czechoslovakia", 
ve read, "wishes the Soviet people further economic and cul
tural progress on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of 
the US'JR. 

"fccomises to remain a true friend of the Soviet people and 
to fight for peace with them; 

"dedicates to M.I. Kalinin, Chairman of the Central Execu
tive Committee, and the people of the Soviet Union the Golden 
Book with best wishes from millions of citizens of the Republic 
of Czechoslovakia", 

Among those millions were Josef Jelinek, Marie Jelinkova, 
Josef Vysasil and Marie Tjsusilova, 

THE ŵwMtfP 
I On their way, the SS-men debated on where to leave their 
cars. Some proposed going all the way to the place of their 
rendezvous. Others objected, saying the oars would frighten 
Hanza off and, consequently, It would be better to leave them 
some distance away. That is exactly what they did. And once 
again, as it sometimes happens, fate intervened. 

The cars pulled up exactly at the house where Jan Vysko-
sil had been hiding in the attic for already half a year. The 
SS-men were right thinking that h? was one of the underground 
leaders. Before the arrest of th- Party1s first illegal Cent
ral Committee he was an executive of the Prague underground 
organisation and now was a aerobe- of the second Central Conniit-
tee headed by Jan Zika, Hearing the purr or the motors, Vya-
kosil looked out of the window, saw the Opels parking outisde 
the house, and cocked his gun. But the men who had got out on 
to the pavement were obviously not interested in the house, 
<They - Vyskosil counted eight of them - held a brief powwow 
and divided into two groups. One immediately disappeared in a 
dark lane and the other went down the 'avenue, "They a r e 
surrounding the cinema11, he decided, 

"It was so dark one could not see much around", B8hm later 
testified, 

"The meeting place could be observed only from the entran
ce to the cinema, Dvorak appeared at five minutes to ten and 
began walking up and down before the entrance which was lit up 
because the picture was still on. The show ended at 10,13 and 
before that he was not approached either by Vyskosil or anyone 
else. We left at 10,40 and gathered in the Petschek Palace, 
As agreed, Dvorak came there at 11 -pm# 

I "When I asked him why the meeting had not taken place, 
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Dvorak said we had probably blundered somewhere and he was no 
longer trusted. In my opinion, Dvorak got oold feet and gave 
us the wrong place of the meeting or the wrong time* Defend
ing himself 9 Dvorak said the best thing was Immediately to 
arrest Jelinek* After a heated argument it was decided to 
arrest the man. 

"1 would like to add something here* 
"When Dvorak first gave me Jelinek's address in Prague -

Pankrac, we went to take a look at this h o u s e and the 
place around it* It was a new residential district* The .. 
house had two entrances and there were about sixty families 
living in it* On one side there was a vacant lot*** When we 
go to arrest Jelinek, we decided* we shall have to guard the 
house from outside too". 

Let us return to "Notes From the Gallows". Here is how 
Fuchik described the subsequent events: 

"Open upl The policeJ" 
"Quick through the window. Escape* I have a pistol; I'll 

hold them back* Too late* Gestapo men under the windows* aim
ing pistols into the room* Detectives have forced the door* 
rush into the room through the kitchen"* 

Fuchik described the arrest in detail in his book* The 
record of BShm's examination* and he was interrogated before 
the publication of the book, re-creates the scene of the 
arrest, confirming once again the documentary precision of 
Fuchik1s description* 

What happened then? According to B8hmt no sooner were 
Fuchik and his contact Mirek brought to the Gestapo headquart
ers than Kixek said he was ready to give evidence and revealed 
his real name. 

"Moreover". B8hm went on"f he suddenly said that the beard
ed man was Fuchik. member of the Central Committee of the ille
gal Communist Party and that he, K«, did only what Fuchik had 
told him to do* 

"When Fuchik heard K. betraying him* he looked at his 
former contact sadly and at the same time with contempt, and ' 
said: "Well, now that you know that I am Fuchik* go ahead!" 
He looked dignified. From that moment on he did not utter a 
word* 

"In the meantime the Jelineks and a relative of theirs and 
then the Fried couple were brought in. Another group of ours 
was making a search in the Jelineks1 flat, where they found a 
great deal of communist literature* In their cellar they dis
covered crates with leaflets for Play Day 1942, as well as many 
forms* filled and unfilled* forged documents, and a counterfeit 
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seal of the Prague Police Headquarters, The Jelineks also . 
refused to speak and admit that all these things belonged to 
then". 

The Jelineks1 relative B8hm mentioned was Marie's 17-
year-old brother Vojtisek Pavlic. Ve do not know whether he 
was helping the underground organisation or had simply dropped 
in to see his sister that evening. But he too was taken away 
by the SS-men and disappeared without trace* 

| "I began to. describe the Jelinek couple, simple people in 
whoa you would not have seen heroes in n o r m a l -times", 
Fuchik wrote. And furthers "I cannot say what happened to 
them during the time that 1 lay in my cell .unfit for a hearing^ 
but I do know that they told nothing in all that time... One 
day they took the Jelineks away, each to a different place. I 
searched in vain for any trace of their fate, for people have 
a way of disappearing utterly after Gestapo handling - scatter
ed in a thousand cemeteries. Oh, what a crop will rise one day 
from that frightful seeding. 

"Her last message wast 
"Chief, tell them outside not to grieve for me, and for no 

one to be intimidated by my fate. 1 did my duty as a worker, 
and shall die the same way, too1." 

After the raid on the Jelineks1 flat, the Vysusils conti
nued to work. It was in the flat of Anna Brozikova, Marie's 
sister who also perished later, that Jan Cerny, political COOK 
missar of an international brigade in Spain and member of the 
second underground Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia, was hiding. Josef Vysusil was arrested a 
month later. "I was horrified the first time 1 saw him here", 
Fuchik wrote. "How much would be lost if he talked! But he 
didn't. He was brought here because of a few political leaf
lets". He was brutally tortured, but he kept quiet. When he 
again came into No. 400, Fuchik said, he declared "in the forth
right Nusle manner: 'When 1 refuse, they get nothing for all 
their work on my backside'." 

The SS-men never learned that Zika and Cerny hid in the 
Vyususils1 flat, that, after the arrest of the first undeiv 
ground Central Committee, Fuchik and Cerny met there to set up 
the second CC, and that the illegal newspaper Rude Pravo was 
prepared for publication there. 

Time and again we went to Pankrats, to the house from 
which Julius Fuchik, Josef Jelinek, Marie Jalinkova and Vojtl-
sek were taken away forever on the night of April 24. And 
later Josef Vysusil and Marie Vysusilova. Ve did not feel 
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like entering the house: there were other people living there 
and another life in which there was little place for the past* 

But whose past is it? Isn't it ours? Could the present 
be possible without the past? Our last hope to find a photo
graph of Jelinek brought us to the archives of the Prague City 
Transport Administration* but without success* 

Josef typusil became a railway-man at the beginning of the 
first world w a r , at the age of sixteen, and worked as ond 
until his arrest - almost three decades. Perhaps there was 
something about him? 

Aeon the railway archives we received Vjisusil's service 
record and a postwar letter from his parents asking to be paid 
a pension for their son because "our widowed daughter makes 
840 crowns a month and cannot support us". 

Judging by the postmark, the letter was mailed in Turice, 
a place we did not know, on March 4$ 1946. Although we did 
not entertain much hope, we wrote there. Who knows but that 
some relatives might still be alive. A few days later there 
was an unexpected phone call to illada Fronta. The person on 
the other side of the line introduced himself as Pavel Jarosil 
an employee of a research institute. 

"I-ly grandmother, Vysusil's sifter, has received your 
letter and asked me to find out when you can come". 

Turice is less than an hour1s drive from downtown Prague. 
It is almost a suburb, with wheat fields and higl>-voltage 
transmission lines all around. The first house from the road 
was the one we needed. 

Leaning on a stick, Grandmother Marie met us at the gate 
and invited us in. Despite her advanced y.ears, she has a good 
memory and remembers the occupation and the parcel she received 
frou the nazis from Auschwitz - it contained a shoe, all that 
was left after her brother's death. 

"We cannot find a photograph of him or of liarie anywhere", 
we said. 

Grandmother Liarie showed us all she had saved. The family 
archive wsfe not rich. Nevertheless, it was priceless: a large 
group photograph with Josef and nis Ilnrie on the right. 

"I knew the couple well - how much they loved each other 
and how lonesome they were whenever they were separated for a 
day or two", Puchik wrote. "Ilontho passed now... How many 
plots she raust have invented to brinr; her husband back.... But 
she found only one way to get along - to keep the underground 
job, to do the worl of two". 

• After the w a r someone made a copy of Vy-tusil's photo-
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graph, enlarged it and stuck it on a oardborad adorned with a 
red star and crossed flags* Who did it and when,where this 
home-made poster hung is something Grandmother Marie does not 
know. But t h a n k her we oust just the same for preserving 
it. 

Continued from page 36 
I was not to regret his death 'because he died for us!1 Ve 
shall soon face a martyr complex of Africans going to their 
heroes, this would be a serious thing in any society. For 
not a sten-gun can hold back in such a condition". 

Dr. Ambrose Reeves denounced Bantu Education, "Whatever 
the cost, we must make it clear a n d plain to the Govern
ment, the members of the church and all the African people 
that we disagree so profoundly with the policy.... tV.t we 
cannot be a party to it in any shape or form . 

When he awarded ''Our Bishop11 the Isithwalanctwe, o u r 
Secretary-General, Comrade Alfred Nzo said: 

"Dr. Ambrose Beeves held his head very high refusing to be 
daunted by the savage barbarity of the reign of terror in our 
country* 

"Bishop Ambrose Reeves is well-known not only to our peo
ple, among whom he .had lived and worked until the regime of 
terror could not tolerate his presence in South Africa, but we 
are certain that the progressive and democratic forces in the 
United Kingdom amongst whom he had continued to worfc for our 
cause ever since he left South Africa, hold him in very high 
esteem indeed* Ve highly value his contribution as one of the 
architects of the powerful solidarity movement that has been 
built In this country in support of the heroic struggle of our 
people. He deserves the high award of ISITUWALANDVffi which is 
a symbol of the undaunted heroes of our struggle and people"• 

Hamba kahle 
• 

Sithwaland we! 
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